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the city of joseph in focus
the use and abuse of
historic photographs

richard neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle
careful documentation and publication of nauvoo photo
graphs will enhance latter day saint historical scholarship by
permitting researchers and authors to use these materials accurately
as primary sources for studies of old mormon nauvoo
just over one hundred and fifty years ago in september 1839
the first american photographers made the earliest images on metal
daguerreotyper within a short time of its introduction
plates called daguerreotypes
in the united states the daguerreotype was brought to nauvoo by
lucian foster a new york convert to the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints he set up his daguerrean gallery at the corner
of parley and hyde streets and produced the first photographic
images of nauvoo and its citizens 1844 46 his work began a
process that eventually created thousands of photographic views of
nauvoo only a few of fosters views exist today among them the
famous temple on the hill sometimes known as the temple over
the outhouse
besides foster other photographers to capture the city include
thomas easterly a st louis photographer 1846 47 B H roberts
church leader and historian 1885 F goulty a local photographer
and businessman 1890 1900 james ricalton a professional phofrom the firm of underwood & underwood 1904
tographer
to
george edward anderson a utah portrait and landscape photographer 1907 and harold alien
ailen an architectural photographer at
allen
the chicago art institute 1940 60 the early views of nauvoo
produced by these photographers along with many other photographs housed in private and public repositories throughout the
1
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united states make up part of the documentary sources upon which
modem
modern historical research and publication are based

photographs as primary sources
photographs have a twofold nature first
a photograph depicts past events or important personages and gives
learn to read
valuable and even unique information that one must leam
properly second a historic photograph is also an artifact a part of
the fabric of the past be it a stereograph or family portrait the image
had a social function public and private photographs are artifacts
of material culture representing far more than the pictorial image
seen on their scratched or discolored surfaces
several recent publications have shown how such non
print
nonprint
material can be utilized john demoss now famous study of the
puritans material culture A little common
wealth
wealtb family life in
commonwealth
tb colony 2 is a model for using sources that historians have
plymouth
Plymou
by and large neglected similar possibilities exist for the photographic record instead of remaining solely in the hands of archiual photographs can be used by all
architectual
tectural
tectural historians architectural
architect
historians as primary sources
Photojournalism principles and practice and
eadoms photojournalism
clifton C edoms
jefferson hunters image and word the interaction of twentieth
texts
next
text4 suggest that photographs are a rich
century photographs and text
source of meaning and information for the scholar who learns how
to read them for example much can be learned about economics
by examining dress and exterior and interior views of buildings A
great deal about social relationships can be ascertained by considering who stands where and in what position and religious values
are sometimes revealed by architectural photographs historians
interested in the latter day saint past should not ignore the value of
photographs as primary source material
As historical sources

problems with using historic photographs

too often photographs

in spite of their value as artifacts are
used carelessly to illustrate an otherwise well researched and documented history many historians leave the tasks of selecting and
identifying photographs to the designer or publisher of their articles
and books this abdication mars their work if the wrong photograph is used or if an illustration is misidentified some scholars who
do select and identify the illustrations themselves leave these tasks
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to the last minute and then devote far less care to them than to the
other primary source materials of their study
the scholar who chooses to use historic photographs not only
to illustrate the text but also to inform the reader in ways not possible
by the text alone faces significant problems finding out exactly
what a photograph is can be difficult frequently old photographs
mis labeled by the photographer the housing archival
have been mislabeled
institution or the researcher after obtaining the correct data the
scholar needs to write a caption that will give the reader sufficient
information as well as appropriate source documentation

problems with captions for nauvoo photographs
numerous historic nauvoo photographs have been printed in
bieth centwentieth
twentieth
popular and academic publications since the early awen
tury 5 in many instances however the use of photographic material
has been problematic
one problem involves mislabeling
mis labeling when B H roberts visited
nauvoo in 1885 for example he relied on local residents to identify
historical sites for him since he had never lived there his tour of the
city was conducted by M M morrill the mayor apparently morrill
and others simply provided building identification based on longstanding traditions the story of mr W C reimbold former owner
of the oriental hotel hotel nauvoo illustrates how nauvoo
tradition is not always steeped in fact reimbold collected antiques
and sold them to visitors to nauvoo his specialties were old keys
and beds he claimed had originally belonged to joseph smith and
he sold them in great number 6 photographs and site identifications
for many homes in nauvoo are no more reliable than the keys and
beds mr reimbold sold to unsuspecting tourists over the years it
has been claimed that so and so lived at a particular site or that this
old nauvoo photograph depicts the home of so and so in some
cases it has been difficult to discover which if any of the traditions
are true
site identification is complicated by the fact that most church
leaders lived in several locations during their stay in nauvoo for
bluff
uff
example heber and vilate kimball first had a home on the bl
before building a log structure and later a brick home which still
stands on the northeast corner of munson and partridge streets
mr F goulty a local photographer and businessman living in
nauvoo at the turn of the century published cabinet cards with the
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site identification written on the photograph itself many of his
photographs were later reproduced as postcards these photographs which include images of nonextant buildings must be

handled with caution for example the photograph labeled resiill appears in several
lii
iii
ili
dency of george Q cannon nauvoo 111
institutional collections the original shows the site identification
written across the fence on the photograph itself investigation has
revealed that this home belonged to lorin farr not george Q
cannon several decades after the saints departure lorin farr
returned to nauvoo to visit his former residence a photograph was
taken of farr standing in front of this home 7 supporting evidence
comes from several photographs of the woodruff home that also
show the supposed cannon home a single story brick structure in
the background to the south the unique brickwork and chimney
of this home match that of the structure in the farr photograph see
fig

1

discovery that the george Q cannon residency was
really lorin farrs
barrs home led to the reexamination of the photograph
identified and widely published as the lorin farr residence
nauvoo 111 the improper identification may have resulted from the
fact that both of winslow farrs
barrs sons lorin and aaron may have
lived at this site through research using tax records as well as maps
provided by rowena miller a former employee of nauvoo restoration inc we verified that the residence was that of winslow instead
of lorin farr
these examples show that researchers must look beyond the
identification printed on the front or back of the photograph and ask
who took the photograph who identified it does the information
match other written records
A second problem concerns the mis
mislabeling
labeling of photographs in
archival collections seven of the eight nauvoo photographs by
george edward anderson listed in the register of the photographic
archives harold B lee library brigham young university illustrate this problem and are representative of the challenges one faces
when working in almost all photographic archives 8 anderson
numbered the glass plates himself and library personnel later
mislabeled
labeled them the first photograph 70 is labeled cornerstone
mis
of the nauvoo temple it in fact depicts the cornerstone of the
nauvoo house As shown in the following table other labels give
photographed99 see fig 2
inaccurate information about the site photographed

the
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george edward anderson nauvoo photographs
in the harold B lee library archives
ID
70

1

ID

2

label

actual site

14363b
l4363b cornerstone of the

nauvoo temple
71

14363h
l4363h

brick building street
sidewalk

children in yard of
large brick home

72

14363f
l4363f

74

14363d brick house along
tree lined road

75

14363g
l4363g

two brick houses

cornerstone of the nauvoo
house
the nonextant nauvoo
expositor building on
mulholland street
extant wilford and phebe
woodruff home

nonextant bishop edward
hunter residence

the prominent home

is the

nonextant john D lee
residence on hyde street
76
79

wine cellar and casks temple lot after the
temple was razed
14363a
nonextant joseph young
l4363a five people by two
brick homes
home and extant chauncey
webb home both on
granger street
14363e
l4363e

ID numbers assigned by anderson
ild
lid

11d
D numbers assigned by

the archive

uncatalogued photographic sources in photo archives present
another obstacle in their research historians depend upon registers
of photographic collections but because of severe budget con
straints most institutions have poor indexing of some photographic
strainis
collections and no registers for others As a result the researcher is
forced to search through many files and folders in order to discover
any items of interest the part of the anderson collection now
located in the harold B lee library for example is not fully
catalogued
cataloauing occurred many years ago brigham
cataloguer
gued this cataloguing
catalo
cataioguing
catalo
young university and most photographic archives of
LDS historical
oflds
oflas
materials have recently made significant strides in collecting
cataloguing
catalo guing and indexing their photographs another uncatalogued
and unindexed collection at BYU is the ida blum collection a rich
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nauvoo this collection contains some
ofnauvoo
non print source for the study of
nonprint
two hundred photographs of nauvoo most are relatively recent and
have not yet been labeled10
labeled10 see fig 3
i

problems with some printed nauvoo photographs
Mis
catalo guing of individual collections and
mislabeling
labeling lack of cataloguing
the tendency of many scholars and publishers to not consider
ary sources have contributed to recurrent
photographs as prim
primary
problems in publications the following publications include minor
problems relating to old nauvoo photographs while these problems should not detract from the overall value of these works they
do serve as examples of difficulties historians can encounter when
using photographs of nauvoo
one of the earliest books to use historic nauvoo photographs
11
pratt
P
parley
was the autobiography of parleyp
parleys
paricyP
parie
this book began a
Parle
practice that persists to the present namely printing the famous
temple on the hill photograph of nauvoo backwards showing
the temple facing east instead of west 12 the unique characteristics
of the daguerreotype create a dilemma here and with all other such
images the daguerreotype is a silver plated sheet of copper that is
placed in the camera the exposure is made by removing the lens
cap for several minutes or up to a half hour in some cases the image
is fixed with a hypo solution and usually mounted in a protective
glass and metal frame while the clarity of a daguerreotype image
is limited only by the quality of the camera lens and while the
brilliance of the likeness is unmatched by subsequent processes a
daguerreotype has several serious limitations the most important
limitation is that the image of the subject is reversed from left to right
a characteristic particularly bothersome in well known sites or in
scenes showing signs and printing since the foster image of the
temple on the hill was a daguerreotype it was originally reversed 13
the question can thus be debated whether a reproduction of this
image should show it backwards as it originally was or should
correct it by reversing it one of the most productive latter day
saint photographic historians today nelson wadsworth has consistently published fosters view of the temple on the hill by printing
the scene as it would appear to a visitor14
visitor14 see fig 4 but some other
Wadsworths lead
publications have not followed wadsworths
the latter day saint church educational systems text church
fulness of times the history of ne
history in the falness
the church ofjesus
of jesus
uses a variety of photographs to illustrate
Latter day saints
christ of
tsuses
saintsuses
Sain
oflatter

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol32/iss1/16
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FIGURE 4

temple on the hill a daguerreotype made about

1846 and

attributed to lucian foster charles W carter collection LDS historical
daguerreotyper present reversed images this image
department because daguerreotypes
has been flipped to make the temple appear the way a visitor would have
seen it
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church history the captions to these photographs offer substantial
information but exclude dates or names of photographers therefore
the photographs are not situated in a historical context this
omission is a drawback to the richly illustrated text 15
Mad sens the lord needed a prophet the
maddens
in susan arrington madsens
george edward anderson photographs are misdated
mis dated by five years
and the caption for the lucian fosters temple on the hill indicates
that the photographer is unknown 16
janath R cannons nauvoo panorama misidentifies the
photographer of the temple on the hill as lucian woodworth 17
A turn of the century photograph byj R tewksbury is printed with
a caption correctly identifying the extant david D yearsley home
in the background but the two homes in the foreground are not
identified as those of elijah malin and jacob weiler 18 As both of
these homes are nonextant the photograph is of great historic
significance to those interested in the visual history of nauvoo
another publication the 1990 issue of the journal ofmormon
of Mormon
history includes images of nauvoo on both the front and back
covers the images are identified and the source of each is given
but other important data such as the date of the daguerreotype and
the name of the photographer are omitted
kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey and jill mulvay
berrs womens voices an untold history of the latter day saints
derrs
1830 1890 incorrectly states the date of a george edward anderson
McKiernans
photograph as 1908 19 roger launius and F mark mckiernans
mckiernann
joseph smith jr s red brick store includes a photograph identified
as photograph of the red brick store ca 1890 showing the store
front and west side courtesy of kenneth E stobaugh 1 20I the label
on the original photograph however indicates that the photograph
was taken by B H roberts in 1885
to be fair we will mention that in a review of our book old
mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and guide
monnon
donald Q cannon correctly points out we did not clearly identify
the repositories of the photographs we used 21 also in this work we
did not include important contextual information such as the date
and the name of the photographer our recent efforts to publish
historic photographs with proper and consistent captions have
corrected these problems for example the following caption
belongs to the closeup
close up of the temple
nauvoo temple nauvoo illinois
the nauvoo temple was the focal point of the church from 1841 46
LDS historical department lucian foster 184622
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perhaps more disturbing than the lack of proper captions is the
misidentification of nauvoo photographs in publications in pearson H
patriarch
darch a nauvoo photograph is identicorbetts hyrum smith Pati
larch
fied as hyrum smiths home at nauvoo illinois 23 the photograph in
fact shows the residence of joseph smith jr known as the homestead no photograph of
hyrams nauvoo residence is known to exist
ofhyrums
hyrums
7 he life of a missionary and
andrew karl larsons erastus snow the
pioneer for the earlymormon
early mormon church reproduces a photograph of the
pioneerfor
times and seasons building that is incorrectly identified as the the
brick store owned by parley P pratt 1 24
I the may 20
1989 issue of the
201989
church news includes an underwood & underwood stereo view
identified in the caption as view of
oflorenzo
lorenzo snow home prior to 1900
gives flavor of 19th century nauvoo 25 the underwood & underwood views were part of the series of latter day saint church historical
sites published in 1904 not before 1900 as the church news caption
suggests furthermore the home depicted in this photograph is that of
erastus snow not lorenzo snow see fig 5 publication of this data
by nauvoo restoration inc should end this misidentification
A few of the problems are repeated in douglas tobler and
cormons in photographs
Wad sworths the history of the mormons
nelson wadsworths
and text 1830 to the present this work the most important and
significant collection of latter day saint historic photographs is truly
a visual feast of the history of the saints the books importance
misidentifications
cannot be overestimated although a few mis
identifications are
repeated in the captions the home of sylvester stoddard is
aaron johnson and
apjohn taylors home the aaronjohnson
incorrectly identified asjohn
asjohntaylors
jonathan wright homes are identified as belonging to william law
and orson pratt 2616
an additional problem concerns using images of nauvoo to
illustrate an idea or concept that the photograph in fact does not
relates the arrival
reflect E cecil mcgavin in nauvoo the beautiful rentes
of german settlers to the city after the mormon exodus and uses a
george edward anderson photograph to illustrate people with
other customs and languages 27 A notation on the original photograph indicates that the home dates from the latter day saint period
and that it belonged to thomas pitt an english convert the old man
sitting in the yard reading a newspaper is thomass son charles an
active member of the church at the time of andersons visit this
photograph therefore does not illustrate the people of other customs
and languages who came to nauvoo following the saints exodus
see fig 6
1123
1121

1125
2121
1121

1127
2127
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FIGURE 5 the erastus snow nathaniel ashby duplex a scene captured
in 1904 by james ricalton keystone stereo view collection california

museum of photography riverside california this scene was recently
misidentified as a nineteenth century view of lorenzo snows home
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exemplary use of nauvoo photographs
some recent historical studies steer clear of captioning problems through an approach we do not advocate namely the
exclusion of important primary documents altogether george W
28
givenss
nauvoo28
provides only recent photographs of
ss
Nauvoo
old
in
Given
restored nauvoo instead of using historical photographs to open
an additional window to nauvoos
Nau voos history 29 another scholar marvin
hill takes this option one step further by not including any
mormon
quest jor
ror
photographs of nauvoo in his book questfor
7bemormon
for refuge the
pluralism300
flight phom
fligbtfrom
hrom
from american pluralism0
other authors have used photographs to give increased insight
into the study of nauvoo an early example is robert bruce
Fland erss nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi which includes a
flanderss
mixture of historic photographs steel engravings and modem
photographs as well as photographs taken by the author for each
illustration flanders provides descriptive captions and sources 31
allen
ailen and glen M leonards the story of the latter day
james B alien
saints is another exemplary work glen leonard spent a significant
amount of time identifying more than a dozen illustrations including
important historic photographs for the chapters dedicated to
nauvoo history 32 roger launiuss
III
Launi uss biography of joseph smith 111
ill
incorporates several historic photographs to illustrate the text and
avoids the problems that have plagued other studies the photographs with their detailed captions which include dates and source
information help tell his story 33
seiberth
in ronald E romig and john L Sei
seiberts
berts J A koehler and the
stewardship movement at atherton captions are expanded to
indicate call numbers as well as repository source information
as in this example courtesy RLDS archive photographic collection d90712 34 the use of call numbers can be problematic
however since many institutions are forced to make changes in
their call numbers as they move from manual to automated
cataloguing
catalo guing systems
the majority of the twenty two illustrations in dean jessees
jesses
Jes sees
papers of ofjosepb
joseph smith are photographs this book represents one
of the best uses of photographs and captions in mormon studies to
date for example the liberty jail photograph caption states
jall
jail liberty clay county missouri c 1878 photograph by
liberty jali
libertyjail
joseph F smith byjosie schweich
J T hicks photograph was given totojoseph
granddaughter of david whitmer LDS church archives 35 this
1131
2134

1131
1135
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caption illustrates the rich information available through careful
research many other publications have simply reproduced the
liberty jail photograph without stating date photographer or
background information jessees
jesses
Jes sees commitment to proper documentation is also seen in his handling of the temple on the hill
photograph the image is printed as it would have appeared to the
visitor to nauvoo and the caption reads nauvoo hancock county
illinois c 1846 daguerreotype charles W carter collection LDS
church archives 36
while a few citation inconsistencies and site identification
problems are found in the tobler wadsworth book the history of
mormons
cormons
the
Mor
mons the authors have provided some exceptional captions
themormons
the temple on the hill photograph caption is one such example
deserted nauvoo glimmers in the afternoon light in this
1846 daguerreotype believed to be taken by lucian foster the
completed temple sits atop the hill overlooking the city the photo
was copied from the original daguerreotype by charles william carter
in salt lake but it has since been lost only the copy negative remains
mormon
monnon church historical department 3717
A seemingly

among the most recently published studies the meticulously
researched and well written articles found in the encyclopedia of
Morn
mormonism
mornionism
ionism show that the editors conscientiously selected photographs to enrich the entries about nauvoo history the temple on
the hill is printed in natural order and its caption both explains the
significance of the photograph as a historic artifact and offers
valuable source information
looking northeast toward the nauvoo temple 1846 at the time of
the latter day saint exodus daguerreotype nauvoo grew rapidly
between 1839 and 1846 dugouts and simple log structures were
soon replaced by traditional frame or brick homes charles W
carter collection 38

the glen M leonard entry on nauvoo includes several important
nauvoo photographs the text properly identifies the modern
photograph of the seventies hall as a reconstructed building it was
reconstructed on its original foundation in 1971 1972 39 the illustration editors assisted by researchers in the church historical department avoided another problem by indicating that the brigham young
residence photograph shows the home as it appeared around 1900 400
this note is an important contextual reference since the home was
remodeled after brigham youngs departure
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guidelines for captioning
based on the preceding examples a minimum standard for
identifying photographs can be set the authors have placed each
photograph in context by supplying carefully researched data and
proper identification of source information recently staff members
of the LDS church archives have proposed guidelines calling for a
credit line that includes the title of the photograph if properly
identified in the photo archive itself the date of the photograph the
photographers name the collection name and the identification of
the repository thus a suitable credit citation for the temple on
the hill would be nauvoo and nauvoo temple daguerreotype
ca 1846 attributed to lucian foster charles W carter collection
LDS church archives in the past where source information was
unavailable for photographs we used the notation unknown 41
archivists42 suggest that this
current recommendations by photo archivists12
approach may be too cumbersome A researcher can simply provide
whatever information is known order and consistency are essential however while these guidelines do not necessarily match those
of other institutions they are a positive step toward clarity and
13
accuracy within the latter day saint history community 43

conclusion
many historians interested in photographs have suggested
ways to improve the use of photographs and captions in nauvoo and
other latter day saint historical studies 4441 photographs should be
viewed as primary documents and should be used as carefully as
one would use a diary or letter thus scholars should devote more
interest and care to the documentation and use of photographs in
their articles and books instead of leaving this task largely to editors
and publishers research efforts should be devoted to nonprint
non print
material including photographs from the inception of the research
project so that these materials constitute more than a last minute
attempt to add visual interest to the text documentation of
photographs should be as complete as that of any other historical
source and should include information about the context such as
the date the photographer and the repository location
photo archivists must become thoroughly familiar with the
collections in their repositories and share their knowledge45
knowledge45 in an
appropriate effective and supportive manner A recent noteworthy
cataloguing
guing problem has been made by the
attempt to resolve the catalo
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church archives which has introduced a computer index for
16
46
its large repository of catalo
catalogued
cataloguer
gued photographs
the implementation of these suggestions requires considerable time on the part of historians and archivists however such
effort will permit historians to use photographs as significant
primary sources for studies of old mormon nauvoo
LDS
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new
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william slaughter and randall dixon of the LDS church archives
43
the library of congress has been working on trying to identify a useful
catalo guing system that would take into account the fast growing nonprint
cataloguing
nonprint
materials being housed in public and private archives
1I ronald E romig RLDS
ILDS
RIDS church archives and several individuals at LDS
church archives have been helpful in supplying information and suggestions to us
over the past two years ron sent us a copy of notes from a talk given by krika
gottfried and robert F wagner of the labor archives in october 1990 these notes
were helpful in raising several important issues discussed in this paper
some private institutions have restrictions that prevent sharing certain types
of information with the public but at least those sources available to the public
should be shared
46
46public
public and university archives could reach out to history departments and
other related academic fields by moving beyond their own settings and proposing
topics at historical association meetings and other related symposiums archives
could also sponsor their own symposiums and draw in as many students
researchers and scholars as possible to share their insights and resources new
york university has offered a seminar entitled
entitledthe
the historian and the visual record
exploring alternative sources as part of their public history program similar
cooperation between university library and history departments may be the next
step in authoritative mormon history
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